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Abstract. This is the text of the keynote address at the Global Human-
itarian Technology Conference, 23 October 2012, in Seattle, Washington,
USA. The keynote postulates that ’to think that technology can solve the
world’s major social challenges is a myth’, and questions if we know what
’technology’ means and challenges our views on ’major social challenges’.
The address positions itself from a rural African perspective. Via defi-
nitions of different perspectives and traditions, it provides examples of
challenges, studies, and experiences from rural Zambia. This culminates
in antonyms of traditions and academics, and indications of view points
and answers. Special attention is given to the term ’humanitarian’ and
’social innovation’. The key note finishes with suggestions for progress.
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1 Introduction

Good morning, Mwabukabuti, goede morgen.
I thank the organizers of this conference for allowing me time to address this

meeting of devoted technologists. As we live together through a period of rapid
change and a shrinking world, I hope to add to this conference by bringing some
thoughts from rural African lands.

My aim for this address is to inspire you to think afresh, for you to question
the pertinence of your knowledge, to expose the need for a leadership involv-
ing wisdom and compassion, and to create heart connections in the World-of-
Humans, to be able to sustain the World-of-Things.

In that respect I am quite conscious that my coming here involved - hoping
my calculations are correct - about 25 MWh of power consumption [1] or, in
other words, added about 20,000 kg of carbon dioxide [2] to the atmosphere.
To bring that consumption into perspective, this is the equivalent of 15 years of
power use by an average African person [3]. So, this address better be worth it!

Please, note, my perspective is from rural Africa, and here we are in urban
America, which, you will find out, is quite different. So, please put your seatbelts
on.
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1.1 Personal

My name is Gertjan van Stam, and I live in a small and quite remote village,
called Macha, in Zambia. My life-journey has brought me on and off to the so-
called developing world since 1987. Since the year 2000 I have lived full time in
rural Africa, two years in Zimbabwe, now almost 10 years in Zambia [4]. Zambia
is a country in sub-Saharan Africa, north of Zimbabwe, Botswana and Namibia,
and beside Angola and Malawi, and south of the DRC, and Tanzania. 752.000
square kilometres in area, Zambia roughly equals the size of Turkey in Europe.
It is about 10% bigger than Texas in North America.

If you question Zambia’s size, I urge you to review the distortions of the world
map through the Mercator projection. Try a world map in the Peters projection
(Figure 1), and you will see what I mean; Africa is huge. It contains 20% of the
surface area of the world, and could contain the combined landmass of the USA,
Argentina, India, China, and Western Europe, with room to spare.

Fig. 1. Peter’s Worldmap

Actually, the land mass of all countries considered ’the South’ equal twice
the amount of land mass of countries considered part of ’the North’ [5].

My children are growing up in rural Africa, with Merel 11 years and Elmo
Boaz 9 years in age. Beauty, who also lives with us, is 12 years. They are real
third culture kids, and I am not sure if they are Dutch, African, or something
in between. Well, that is fine with me. My kids go to a local school in rural
Macha, roam the area with their friends after school, and with that upbringing
are undoubtedly getting well groomed to be the future leaders that this world
needs.

My wife Janneke is a medical doctor and researcher. One day a week she
participates in the clinical work by attending to HIV patients in the rural hos-
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pital, and the other days she is a researcher with special interest in HIV and
children. To give you a perspective: although most maps will not show our Zam-
bian village, the amount of HIV patients attending the HIV clinic at our rural
hospital is 8.500, which is 16 times more than those in the city of Seattle. The
total number of HIV infected people in Zambia is over 1 million persons, which
is roughly the same as for the whole of the USA.

I am an engineer, with special interest in wireless technologies, and my degree
is in near fields in short wave curtain antenna’s [4]. I have recently published
various findings in engineering in ICT in rural Africa. However, while living
in rural Zambia, daily life forces me to recognize that it all starts and ends
with people, and thus my interest has shifted more towards applied, critical and
performance ethnography.

1.2 Africa is Large

This conference refers often to the need of Africa. Since I spend more than half
of my adult life in rural Africa, my story today will be laced with views and
cases from this continent. However, I am told that the experiences I touch upon
resonate with the circumstance in other disenfranchised areas of the world too.

Many refer to the needs of people in rural areas. To give you a perspective
on the magnitude and significance of rural areas, this is how it is in the country
of Zambia where I live.

– 94% of its surface area is designated rural [6]
– only 6% of its surface is state land, and contains urban areas
– 61% of the people live in the rural areas [7]
– 6,268 out of 7,576 (83%) of the Zambian schools are in rural areas [8], and
– two third of all 1,564 health institutions [9] are in rural areas.

In rural areas, traditional leaders are the respected custodians of the commu-
nity. It is where customary law is exercised. These laws are the norms, rules of
procedure, traditions and usages of a traditional community [10]. However, the
rural perspective is little known, or understood.

What does it mean if a clear majority of the people are aligned with cus-
tomary law and practice? What is the consequence when less than 10% of the
lands surface is urbanized and does not necessarily subscribe to traditional prac-
tice? There is much lip service given to rural development, but to give you an
example about how little we know: I have not been able to find any writings on
what the opportunities and constraints of customary law means for technology
in sub-Saharan Africa. No wonder we know so little about it, and most rhetoric
about development of rural areas remains what it is: rhetoric.

2 Technology

The title of this address is ”Is Technology the Solution to the World’s Major
Social Challenges?”. I postulate that to think that technology could be so is a
myth.
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Of course, this needs further exploration. First of all, what kind of technology
would be involved? And, then, what are the social challenges?

In this respect, the work on the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) is
helpful. From a technology perspective, they boil down to the needs in four
distinct areas:

– Communications
– Power
– Transport
– Water

When we look at the main emphasis area of IEEE, Electrical and Electronics
Engineering, it contains electro technics, which for me provides the conduit for
physical power and ICT provides the conduit for information. In the same line, I
would pose that our civil engineering colleagues provide for conduits for transport
and water.

2.1 The Morals

When looking at ’humanitarian technology’ we are looking at the divides in the
world. And then we must conclude that we live in a world where the disparities
of wealth and resources keep increasing, instead of decreasing (cf. [11]). Basically
at this conference we are in the process of trying to address issues of how to slow
down the ever growing gap between the have’s and the have-nots.

Fig. 2. Differences in national income equality around the world as measured
by the national Gini coefficient [12].

I take the critical stance that the implementation of technology is crucial to
staying connected, and amplifies the intent of human beings. However, I do also
think that our current view at technology keeps the colonial narrative running,
where the rationality and order flows from the center to the peripheral sites, and
money and raw materials flow from the periphery to the centers of power [13].
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While living as an engineer in rural Africa, these issues hit home hard, and
one’s values, ethics, and state of mind is severely challenged. That is why I be-
came interested in studying the culture, its tradition, and the context in earnest,
in order to make sense of it all. Even as a technologist, I must struggle with the
issues of social innovation, that,

– avoid the rhetoric of center and periphery
– engage with people on their own terms
– recognize the historical and colonial specificities of sites of technology produc-

tion and use
– seek solutions that resolve local details without translating everything into the

global
– embrace diversity and multiple perspectives [13].

In the quest to find answers to these involved questions, and to direct my
drive to address social challenges, I needed to understand my rural African envi-
ronment thoroughly. So, I observed what people actually do as I participated in
the environment where I live. Allow me to take you on a journey to rural Africa.

Rural Africa constitutes a non-discursive, oral society. Its predominant cul-
ture is called Ubuntu, and its economics are something else. Nothing in my edu-
cation had prepared me for such an environment. To get going, the only ethical
approach I could imagine would be to live together, and when invited, to mentor.
In an assimilation effort, I tried to ensure that any (inter)action is holistic and
trans-disciplinary.

Between 2000 and 2002 in rural Zimbabwe, and 2003 and 2008 in rural Zam-
bia, I published no observations. I just worked alongside local people and tried
to figure out their view of reality and derive from abstract models. Through
daily interactions and discussions I started to create community deposits of my
observations first, and in 2008, after five years in Zambia, I started using the
internet for written deposits for the first time.

3 Setting the Scene

I do make the case that although quantitative engineering aspects play a role,
a multitude of qualitative issues feature prominently when dealing with engi-
neering in rural Africa. These issues involve environmental, skills, and cultural
constraints [14]. However, most technology research appears to approach a given
context from a quantitative, technological perspective and uses conventional wis-
dom (for the case in ICT, see [15]). Most work lacks long term contextual ev-
idence [16]. Challenges affecting rural areas include shortage of local research
participation and the availability of evidence and substantive knowledge. Lack of
long term research on the use of technology in rural areas of sub-Saharan Africa
in particular, affects the knowledge base. Especially in engineering, projects sel-
dom extend over multiple years, or beyond the project implementation phase.
Current literature focuses on short-term trends, broad general theory and macro-
economic models, while omitting cultural particulars like, for instance, African
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relationship economics [17], African management [18], or non-discursive realities
[19].

For cases, I refer to my body of published work for the cases; for instance
the paper ”The Bandwidth Divide: Obstacles to Efficient Broadband Adoption
in Rural Sub-Saharan Africa”, which was publish three days ago in the Interna-
tional Journal of Communications [20]. In these documents you will find that,
for instance, an internet network in rural Zambia behaves very differently from
urban equivalents. Bandwidth constraints and viruses really cause havoc [21]
and Windows outgoing normalized aggregate traffic was three times worse than
Linux/Mac during slow satellite connectivity [22]. We collected network traffic
and revealed that the local residents generate 90% of the network traffic [23].
54% of the Facebook instant messages were between local users, and locally
produced Facebook images generated three times more interest then those from
outside the community [24]. A study of 77 out of 200 regular internet users in
our rural village that 88% of respondents were able to use computers and the
Internet to achieve most of their objectives, 67% of respondents use the Internet
more than 3 hours a day. In our rural village, 71% of respondents have used
the Internet for learning and 91% wished to access the Internet more frequently.
Mind you, this is in deep rural Zambia, in a location where the next town is
about 70 kilometres away and travel to get to that town took about two hours
at that time.

What is the perspective of costs, for a rural African practitioner? There are
some very real and hard questions that also involve the assessment of who benefits
and who bears the long term consequences [25]. In my experience, the prices for
internet connectivity for rural Zambia have changed little since I started to study
these prices in 2003. On the other hand, the average web page size in 2012 is
68 times larger than the average size in 1995 (14.12kB in 1995 [26] and 968kB
in 2012 [27]). Thus, the price in rural Zambia has remained almost the same
for at least eight years, while the average website went up tenfold. A complex
mix of parameters obscures price comparisons. However, to give you an idea:
for satellite communications in 2004, the lowest cost for uncapped 128 kbps
committed information rate (CIR) downlink and 64 kbps uplink I found after a
one year review was USD ($) 1,400 per month. At that time, most suppliers were
asking double that price. This best case equalled $11,200 per Mbps per month,
excluding the purchase of equipment, and involved a one year commitment.
In 2011, in rural Zambia we received an offering for uncapped 8:1 contended
bandwidth with 512 kbps downlink and 128 kbps uplink for $1,100 per month.
In the worst case, with full utilization of the links by all satellite users, this
equals $17,600 per Mbps per month for a one year commitment. So, depending
the assumptions, the price in 2011 can be 55% higher than in 2004.

What are the ethics of introducing internet in rural Africa and seeing thou-
sands of dollars flowing out of a rural community every month, for a bandwidth
that the developed world considers peanuts? Or how empowering is it to sit in
rural Africa and read academic papers stating ”the average retail price for basic
broadband in sub-Saharan Africa is $190 per Mbps/m, compared to between $6
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and $40 in India and between $12 and $40 in Europe” ([28] quoted by [29])?
Although not explicitly mentioned, no doubt, such data is derived from infor-
mation from urban Africa only. As mentioned earlier, Africa is really large, and
one cannot put all information in one spreadsheet and average it out.

I would expect most prices in rural areas of many of the 15 land locked
countries in Africa to be very high. Of course, with these kind of prices, the
issue of financial sustainability flies right out of the window. However, these are
real issues, as we live in a shrinking world. A number of rural communities have
got internet. People know that in Kansas, USA, one can get a 1 Gbps internet
connection for $70 per month. What are the ethics of those with the least income
paying hundred times more for thousand times less bandwidth? Last year, all
ISPs in Zambia were connected with at total bandwidth of about 200 Mbps and
even today the whole of Zambia might not receive a total of 1 Gbps into the
country.

I propose this ICT case is an analogy, for instance for the situation in energy
and transport. From experience, I know that for rural people to access those
services is equally hard.

4 Aspects of Social Fabric

You can imagine, from 12 years of full time living and working in rural Africa,
there is a long list of interesting findings to report on. However, I want to high-
light three major characteristics that are very removed from the Seattle envi-
ronment we are in right now. These are the issues of:

1. Orality
2. Ubuntu
3. Relatio

4.1 Orality

As I have mentioned, the society I live in is based on oral discourse. Community
members regard verbal interaction as instant. Among others, orality offers the
unique ability to assess comprehension and effect instantly. Orality ensures the
social cohesion of the African civilization [29]. Orality influences everything, and
I have noticed the community only regards issues as substantial when they have
been discussed in person.

The vernacular language, as part of the Bantu group of languages, transmits
information on interactions, not items. It deals with the World of Humans in-
stead of the World of Things. Through verbalization, the community describes
the (degree of) interaction with items and developments. This in itself consti-
tutes a means of identification with a development. For observers from other
cultures inherent to language and cultural barriers, this difference in nature and
subject of communications is not directly obvious [30].
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The preference for orality has many consequences. For instance, written Do-
It-Yourself manuals have a limited effect. Only on a few occasions has someone
offered me a written document in response to an information request. Fewer still
were cases of documentation being used to search for, or reference, information,
whether or not documents were available in the vicinity.

My activities in Africa benefited from interactions that are aligned within
oral-culture formats. The discursive expressions of scientific knowledge, reduced
to abstractions in English texts, seem to have little discernible effect on, even
prohibiting the inclusion of the oral societies. Actually, when not properly and
continuously explained, the foreign academic appropriation of local information
for private or foreign profit, lingers in the local community making them feel like
objects only, and possibly exploited [30].

There appears to be little research into the possible benefits of using oral
characteristics in engineering and research. Findings in primary oral cultures
could be relevant to the second orality now gripping the youth in the West. This
second orality is fuelled by pervasive computing, omnipresent telephones and
emerging video cultures.

4.2 Ubuntu Culture

In line with Hall’s classification, the so-called Ubuntu culture in African com-
munities is high-context [31]. The culture is relational, collectivist, intuitive, and
contemplative. This means that people emphasize interpersonal relationships,
group harmony and consensus over individual achievement. The emphasis of
conversation is on the past and present and not so much the future. Like orality,
words are not as important as context, which might include the speakers tone of
voice, facial expression, gestures, posture and even the person’s family history
and status.

Sub-Saharan African culture is based on Ubuntu. The South African scholar
Khoza explains Ubuntu as an epistemology and humanistic philosophy, a metaphor
embodying the significance of group solidarity [18]. The Ubuntu culture is key to
all African values, involving collective personhood and collective morality. Tutu
writes ”[Ubuntu] also means my humanity is caught up, is inextricably bound
up, in theirs. We belong in a bundle of life” [32]. He contrasts western philosophy
and Ubuntu through: it is not I think therefore I am. It says rather: I am human
because I belong.

There are other definitions; for instance from radical humanism paradigms.
The American anthropologist, Colson, spent many years studying the Tonga
people amongst whom I live. She notes that the role of beliefs is especially
strong in rural African culture, and in her work she gives much insight into the
sheer complexity of the arena of religiosity.

Despite it being the cultural expression of hundreds of millions of people,
literature on Ubuntu is often regarded as idiosyncratic. Practical implications
for organizations, including change theories, have been explored in literature,
albeit sparsely. With only a few bookshops in mainstream Africa, books are
difficult to access anyway. The study of Ubuntu and engineering appears also
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to be a virgin area. For instance, from my rural African desk, while researching
ICT, I could only find epistles of Van Binsbergens titled ”Can ICT belong in
Africa, or is ICT owned by North Atlantic region?” [33], or Zakours ”Cultural
Differences and Information Technology Acceptance” [34].

When we create and handle technology, we are doing a political, value-laden
act. When technology is designed by Westerners, it can be expected that it will
serve the values of Western cultures. But when this technology is brought to
another cultural setting, what do we accomplish? With its implementation we
might instil social values that are not in line with local culture. And, of course,
it is no wonder that the technology will stand idle or will be discarded when
Western people leave. Or, when such technology remains, it will bring about
social change, a social change that might be perceived as imposed instead of
requested.

The whole area of the ethics of the work this conference addresses is most
important, and in my view discussed in a lopsided way. If we are serious about
’being together’ in this world, we must learn to listen to
the Other in, for instance, rural Africa. We need to learn how to do that.

4.3 Relatio Economics and Oral Budgeting

In our African community we found and published findings that two parallel
systems exist, each addressing the basic questions of choice and resource man-
agement. One is a traditional rational Western system, the other a relational
African system. We came up with a system description which we dubbed Rela-
tio [17].

We deduced that the rural community allocates resource in macro-economic
terms, by satisfying relationship equivalents of banking, markets, and regula-
tion. The majority of micro-economic actions undertaken by those of the Re-
latio mindset are working towards long-run stability. The African experience,
through the instability of environmental, political, medical, and other factors,
has demonstrated the utter unpredictability of the short-run, while security in
the long-run is limited only by the aggregate life-span of every member of the
community to whom the individual is connected. In practice, the contrasting
paradigms result in encouragement of competition in one system, and discour-
agement of individualism in the other.

Of course, the Western economic conventions and Relatio-based economics
are not mutually exclusive; both dimensions of behavior are undeniably present
in all human activity worldwide. However, the dominance of one over the other,
and the awareness of the intricacies of each system vary widely cross-culturally.
The primary mode or dimension of resource allocation in the local context must
be fully understood. Without that understanding, development managed exclu-
sively through a Western understanding of economic rationality will make only
limited progress.

It took me many years to start understanding this, and it was only recently
that I started to recognize that the preferred and normal budgeting practice
in rural areas is one of ’oral budgeting’. An oral budget contains a monetary
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lump sum or an amount of produce, emerging just from experience. It reflects
the history, whether individual or communal, and information from memory,
disregarding constructs like interest or inflation [35].

Without an active membership in the Relatio economic model, that is to say,
the community at large, the effectiveness of even financially sound projects will
be severely limited. We found that without making efforts to display character
and actively invest in the social market, the take-up rates and acceptability of
the best researched projects was cut short; without the submission to and respect
for social hierarchy the most promising developments will be restrained.

5 Complicating Factors

I hope you have got some stamina for more realities and issues that play just
below the surface. Let me briefly dive into the touchy subject of race. As all know,
the color balance in Africa is varied. Checking the color balance in this room, it
appears to me that we have a white caucasian majority. When a white person
enters an African setting, such white skin color carries significant symbolism
and connotation, which in itself disrupts the regular flow of local life. During
colonial times, whiteness was established as powerful and domineering and many
people, on both sides of the equation, have internalized this message and are
still conditioned by it. As a result white people in Africa are unconsciously given
many privileges. We need to bring these privileges out in the open, otherwise we
risk linking technology with whiteness and its symbolism of all things Western.
Some might aspire to this Western lifestyle, but many do not.

Africa is still in process of dealing with the fall-out of colonial teaching and
its internationalization on a daily basis. Zimbabwe and South Africa provide
poignant examples in current times [36]. This is a daily issue in Africa, which
necessitate awareness and synchronization by white non-Africans when getting
involved in Africa. The connotation of being Western, being affluent, arriving
from the West, against the complex landscape of race and power, must be taken
into account in technological interventions.

And there needs to be understanding of the issues of mobility, where Western
members have the privilege of mobility, while non-Western collaborators could
live in a setting that could be constraint and immobilizing.

Humanitarianism vs Social Innovation

In my view, the term Humanitarian that this conference carries is mostly un-
derstood to involve interventions in disaster situations. In this part of the world
Hurricane Katrina, Haiti, and the mud slides in Middle America come to mind.
In Africa we can refer to the unstable situations of the Great Lakes region, and
the complex environments of, for instance, the Congo and the Sudan. In Asia we
think of devastating floods from the oceans, and rivers. With the right guidance
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of national governments, traditional leaders, and involving international insti-
tutes, the justice of parachuting in help during such disasters is not much con-
tested. In such situations, engineers play most important roles in (re)establishing
infrastructures.

However, when utilizing the term Humanitarian in other situations, I propose
we must be more careful. The needs assessment might be diluted by prejudices
or involve unhealthy paternalism. In humanitarian activities, value judgements
are rampant. Of course, it is all smiles during the short project periods, but little
love lost and no sustainability upon departure. In my view, such humanitarian
help runs a big risk of maintaining or even enlarging the current disparities in the
world, as it can be viewed as a continuum of the thought of the West being the
unequivocal center of successful humanity. Humanitarians then, are missionaries
of Western artefacts, which are representations of culture. The complexity of the
issues surrounding missionary work is not unknown to me, as I live in an area,
and visit many others, which are heavily influenced by such work.

Undoubtedly we all look forward to social innovation, one that empowers
those in deprived areas to grow in strength, capabilities, and expand their tools
to better their quality of life. As such, I see humanitarian activities as a spe-
cific subset of social innovation, specifically when there are disasters, when the
circumstances crash and life is in severe danger. When it goes beyond that, I
guess we can only hope to achieve technological syncretism, as true conversion
to a western setting is not achievable with the lack of many infrastructures like
power, finance, education, etc, etc. I think that humanitarianism thus can only
exist as part of social innovation.

Expectations

Interacting in the field of technology in deprived areas involves working with peo-
ple with completely different world views. And, of course, we are going through
big changes in the international community, with some predicting the end of
Western domination. Of course, the West will remain a most important block of
influence. However, the West, including its engineers, cannot dominate the world
in the same way as has happened over the last 200 years. The East is coming up
forcefully, and societies of China and India demand to be noticed, or followed.
Note: one third of the world’s people live in Asia; and one fifth in Africa, and
both figures continue to rise.

With all this in mind, I hope you do not find it amazing that technical
interventions in rural Africa are often greeted with skepticism and unbelief, and
for people living in situations of choice, like the one of volunteering, other motives
like material gain might be suspected. Thus, after an initial phase, relations
often turn sour, with major difficulties seeping in, with the person ’flying in’
often standing accused of all kinds of misdeeds, flowing from observations of
hypocrisy, feelings of being mistreated, and so on, based upon material objects
possessed.

In cross-cultural interactions, there is implicit thinking that both sides share
’universal values’. This is often not the case. Pre-conceived ideas by visiting ex-
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perts are often culturally constrained. As plans have already been made and
communicated, targets are set beforehand. Although community participation
is aimed for, the pre-conceived ideas become apparent. In due course, the local
community is aware of this strain, linked with knowledge of the high costs in-
volved with travels, communities are left wondering how to balance costs spent
on the international visitor with the perceived (or promised) benefit for the com-
munity. Further to that there is the balance of the remuneration for the foreigner,
and his/her spending power in country.

6 Analyses

Now after the journey into some aspects of African society, and diving in some of
the complicating factors, let’s contrast African tradition with a Western-centric
approach. With that approach one dissects, quantifies, analyzes by reduction,
and so on. It is clear that living in rural Africa results in significant conflict with
the Western-centric doctrines trained through engineering education. My forma-
tive years consisted of a singular technical, science-based, engineering-oriented
curriculum. But this training proved completely inadequate to deal with my
observations of the real world of rural Africa. It was enlightening to learn of the-
ories in social science, and feministic theories, theories in anthropology, political
science, media studies, and so on. Thinkers such as Freire, Fannon and Polanyi
helped me to connect some of the dots. However, many I had to connect by just
living the life.

Whatever the theory, in rural Africa I found them wanting. The processes of
reduction, quantification, and determinism just seem not to cut-it. They limit
the view of reality, and basically frame all experience into a mould of uniformity,
very much unaligned with, or even displacing, local convention. When moulding
according to reductive representation, it felt like I was dissecting the community
and serving it up for filleting by the economic powerful in the global economy.
How to balance this all with the need to assure leadership capability and bolster
resilience to ensure preservation and fruitful derivatives of indigenous heritage?

6.1 Cultural Diversity

Actually, from a low contextual vantage point, like here in the USA, it can
look easy. The cultural traditions seem to be antonyms. When tuning up the
contrasts and generalisation, the differences between a Western tradition and
Ubuntu tradition are contained in Table 1.

Further, we base our thinking on discoveries in science. However, in that
realm the hegemony of Western scientific thinking reigns. There is clear western
dominance in science. It emanates from the view that the West appears convinced
that its way of life is superior in all its aspects, and that it must be brought to
other parts of the world. The scientific value chain is under western control,
through western dominance of scientific journals, peer-review, citations, etc.
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Ubuntu Tradition Western Tradition

Relatio Ratio

Who What

Community Individual

Responsibilities Rights

Relationships Goods

Character Credentials

Member Actor

History Future

Long Term Short Term

Scarcity Abundance

Orality Literacy

Authority Power

Proven Emerging

Elaborate Concise

Reactive Proactive

Paradox Consistency

Existence Essential

Table 1. Traditions Antonyms, derived from observation in sub-Saharan
and Western countries

If we look at the challenges in academics, and we tune up the contrast again,
a list of antonyms can also be made. The ones I witness between African and
Western academics are in Table 2.

African Academics Western Academics

Limited Data Abundant Data

Discursive Non-discursive

Communities Institutions

People Focus Text Focus

Stigmatised Proud

Foreign language Own language

Deprived Funded

Foreign to Greek thinking Assimilated Greek thinking

Seeking mediation/unity Seeking criticism

Big Picture Specialisation

Unnoticed Respected

Non-authoritative Authoritive

Aims at relationship Aims at growth

Respects boundaries No boundaries

Respects teachers Respects scientists

low quality 1st, 2nd education high quality 1st, 2nd education

Table 2. Academic Antonyms, derived from observation in Southern Africa
and Western Countries
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Of course, these generic tables can be seen as over-generalized, however,
they highlight the diverse view of realities. When presenting these findings to
a western audience, my experience is that they can meet with judgement, of-
ten leading to alienation and separation. I suspect this is due to a history of
intellectual tradition and global relationships that are Western-centric. As ex-
plained, the particular dynamics of historical and geographical specifics and the
current particular configuration of power, technology and representation, draw
from a long western-centric legacy. This legacy goes deep, and is sometimes even
mythical.

Inherited from the colonial ethnology and maintained by ignorance and lack
of interest, the prejudices about Africa run rampant ([37] cited in [29]). There
remain real questions as to one’s value system and attitudes when one builds
relationships outside one’s own culture.

And with the hegemony of the West, who is there to put such intrusive
questions to the conquerors [38][39]?

6.2 Dilemma’s

Recently, during a conference in this country, a researcher presented a paper on
how people collected water in a township in Africa, showing the validity of a new
technology. The researcher was on home turf, while in his audience there were
some people from the country under review. One of the findings was that people
sourced water from a polluted source, although safe alternatives were available.
The questions from academics were revealing. The westerners asked questions
about the methodology and the validity of the data while the academics from the
country in which the study took place asked the researcher what he did about
the people that went to the polluted source. The academic was comfortable with
the first ones, but visibly shaking and at a loss with the second category. A
rift occurred, with the African researchers visibly upset that the researcher had
found a disturbing fact, but did not act. They concluded that the mind and
heart connection had been missing, and thus considered the work flawed.

Notwithstanding the validity of what has been mentioned up to now, I pro-
pose that there is a way through: a way that allows us to face these issues
as dilemmas, or paradoxes if you like. Dilemmas are real, they depict a dou-
ble proposition, a situation offering two possibilities, which are mutually exclu-
sive or neither of which might be practically acceptable. In my view, balancing
dilemmas is a crucial exercise in rural Africa. It necessitates an inclusive and
trans-disciplinary approach.

Within the Macha Works organization we created a strategy map (Figure
4). Although it proved worthwhile as a visionary benchmark, in daily practice,
however, we found it of limited use. We learned that strategies encounter dilem-
mas that are mostly unknown to individuals in a multi-cultural environment.
Propositions are substantially different when viewed from alternative cultural
perspectives. Since the local environment is ’where the action is’, when local
propositions are not fully understood or omitted, strategies are set to fail.
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Fig. 3. Macha Works Strategy Map

We discerned dilemma’s in the pentagon of five stakeholders: the local com-
munity, the government, the local hero, the resource providers, and the catalyst.
The ten golden dilemmas that we noted from an interventionist/catalyst point
of view are noted in Table 3.

Who versus Who Dilemma

Community vs Local Hero Collective or Individual

Community vs Government Depth or Width

Community vs Donor Sharing or Entitling

Community vs Catalyst Retaining or Changing

Government vs Local Hero Credibility or Capacity

Government vs Resource Provider Long Term or Short Term

Government vs Catalyst Consistency or Focus

Local Hero vs Resource Provider Learning or Controlling

Local Hero vs Catalyst Customized or Standard

Resource Provider vs Catalyst Driving or Adapting

Table 3. 10 Golden Dilemmas, derived from observations in rural Zambia

To assure an executable vision one must incorporate cultural input from the
start. Such input addresses the dilemmas that involve values and competen-
cies, and necessitate transcultural competence. A deliberate effort in dilemma-
reconciliation strengthens the vision and inform strategies that address real is-
sues, a view that is not supported by current single-culture stakeholder theories
[40].

The result is sustainable progress [41].
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Identifying the dilemmas and guiding its reconciliation is ongoing ethno-
graphic work. From rural Zambia, we have published a Macha Works approach
[42] along with various other papers and many others are in the pipeline. All
these papers highlight a holistic approach and call for level playing fields with
explicit emancipation of ’the other’.

7 Discussion

Why would we go to all this trouble? Why not all stay in our own environment,
and work the way we have been working for ages? Actually, I have heard a lot
of that kind of advice out there.

In my view, there are important aspects missing in engineering that hamper
the ability of the West and rural Africa to work together smoothly. Of course,
the obvious conclusion is that we need more education. However, that conclusion
is valid for both sides of the cultural divide. The West seems to be at ease will
telling ’those in Africa’ what must all be learned. But in the West, there is also
much to learn from colleagues in deprived areas.

As an engineer I have been going through a steep learning curve over 12 years
full time, and I am learning more every day. I had to learn how to focus on stories,
tensions, symbols, traditional systems, and other performances and how they
produce the existing structures, patterns and technologies. It is the same for both
sides of our divided world. I have learned that we miss culturally appropriate
technology. For example, we should learn how technology can support and be
part of our repertoire of life; how it can support the community cohesion, like
Community Radio does in our rural community [29][43]. We need an integral
development process that stages learning, practice and progress [44].

We have to understand how technology satisfies relationships, how to deal
with contrasts of priorities between rationality and relationality. The more things
change, the more we need to remember how things have been done, and we must
thus come with the right attitude, not necessarily thinking we can devise the
right plan.

How to go about things when there is apparent need for technology in de-
prived situations? I have made the case that technology does not solve the ap-
parent social problems of the world. And I have elaborated on the need to take
context, culture and tradition into account. So, I conclude that the focal point
is people. A situational assessment needs assessment of people first. Technolo-
gies, and their inclusion, need to evolve and be relevant to the communities they
serve.

It is special to be in Seattle. There are renowned corporate companies that
have major operations in this area, like Boeing and Microsoft. Also, I remember
clearly the protest activity surrounding the World Trade Organisation Ministe-
rial Conference in 1999. Prior to that ”Battle of Seattle” there was almost no
mention of ”anti-globalization” in the US media, a situation that was radically
changed after the events in these streets.
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There was also another Battle of Seattle. It was before our time, in 1856. At
that time, native Americans attacked the Seattle settlement, which was recently
named after Chief Seattle. This battle was certainly not the end of violence
between settlers and natives in the region, but it was the end of outright war
[45].

So, what about us here today in Seattle? No doubt, this conference deals with
a real battle in the world. The battle of how to address social challenges in the
World-of-Humans through a World-of-Things. No doubt this is very important,
witnessed by the fact that the IEEE President and President-elect are also in
this room, as are the members of the IEEE Ad Hoc Committee of Humanitarian
Activities.

In my view IEEE is ideally positioned to play a leading role in engendering
that social innovation. This year the balance of membership tipped over to more
IEEE members outside of the USA than in the USA. The world needs the IEEE
to act as a wise chief in engineering, and as such the world need IEEE to
represent engineers world wide. I would hope IEEE can spawn a movement to
engender a truly global Social Innovation conference, that would tour the world,
and where, say, 25,000 people would come, as at the AIDS 2012 conference I
attended in Washington DC, last July.

Of course, all this needs multi-disciplinary, even trans-disciplinarity, ap-
proaches. For technology to be relevant and address social challenges world
wide, we must co-operate with all hose we can; our colleagues in mechanical
engineering, civil engineering, and those in humanities like ethnographers and
anthropologists. The agenda will be set from the West, the East, and the South,
in a true and equal co-operative partnership. Apart from the obvious techni-
cal skills, social innovation will undoubtely involve a high level of compassion,
sacrifice, etc.

8 Conclusion

Now we come back to the question ”Is Technology the Solution to the World’s
Major Social Challenges?”. My answer is: ”No”. However...

technology is undeniably a tool that helps people. The challenge is for it to
be introduced and utilized in the right manner, and with the right timing. The
balancing act, in my humble opinion, is an act of reconciling dilemmas. Upon
the strategy coming out of this reconciliation act, technology will facilitate and
not denigrate existing and emerging social structures. In my view, the World’s
Major Social Challenges can be solved only in that realm, the social realm. There
is where we must find out whatever is true, whatever is admirable, and adopt.

Kenneth Kaunda, the first President of Zambia, once said: ”Westerners have
aggressive problem-solving minds; Africans experience people”. His wise obser-
vation reveals two complementary priority structures. In the past, emphasis has
been placed solely on the development of Africa on Western terms. However, we
must reconcile and begin to experience people. The process to achieve sustain-
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able progress is an exchange not only of physical capital and currency, but also
of values and culture.

Development must be conducted in terms of those being developed. This pro-
cess requires a shift of priority from front-loaded, formula-obsessed, pre-packaged
development tactics towards more creative, long-term, flexible programs that
invest genuinely, not merely on a financial or technological level, but on a rela-
tionship level as well. By integrating and reconciling knowledge of the context
and culture with experience and outlook, in my view, the vibrant complexity
of human behavior can be released from the shackles of traditional rational-
ity, and appreciated as an unrestrained force of culture, development, and true
sustainability.
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